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JCU moves Dolan residents
Cause of fire remains unknown

Chris Kazor
News Ed1tor

In the aftennath of the Dolan
Hall fire, displaced third floor
residents were given rooms for
the remainder of the semester,
while the cause of the fire continued to remain unknown.
Of the 57 displaced residents
on the third floor of Dolan, most
were placed in Murphy Hall, with
13 placed in Pacelli Hall, and a
few each an East, Gnu, and Millor
Halls. All students were moved
by this past Sunday. Room arrangements were made so that all
roommates were able to stay together, unless a request was made
to the contrary.
Cindy Ford, the third floor
resident assistant, in whose room
the frre took place, has taken the
flfSt floor Dolan room of Jesuit
novice Greg Hyde. Hyde, meanwhile, has moved to room 218 of
Bernet Hall. This room is normally
reserved for the assistant to the
dean, but the former assistant left
last ::;emester to take a job, and the
po;;oo; wa fiE!Wf rilEd tMS -.
mester. leaving the room vacant
Donna Byrnes, director of
housing, said that the events of
last week went smoothly, and that
she was pleased with the cooperation that was demonstrated
"Considering we needed to
move 57 people in a week, it says
a lotabout the residents of Dolan,"
Byrnes said. "They were very cooperative."
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Dry cleaning services were
provided for the third floor students in order to clean the clothes
that had been damaged by the
smoke and soot from the fire.
"Although the University
doesn'tassumeany responsibility
for personal lost, we thought by
picking up the dry cleaning we
could get people settled more
quickly," said Byrnes.
Cleaning people moved into
the dorm on Mon. March 16, the
dayafterthefrre,andbeganpulling
down the ceiling which has to be
replaced. This past Monday, the
cleaners began entering students'
rooms and throwing out ruined
items.
JCU had insurance people
come in to make damage assessments last week. As of press time
Tuesday night a figure had not yet
been returned.

The cause of the fire has thus
far eluded the University Heights
police and frre depanrnents. According to Detective Lieutenant
James Daugherty of the Universlly Heights Police Department,
the fire has for right now been
classified as a fire of "undeterminable origin."
Daughertydidrepeat.,however,
that the possibility of arson has
been eliminated. He added that
thereisevidencetheflremayhave
smoldered for some time in Ford's
room before it fully ignited.
Despite the Jack of success in
determining a cause, effortS are
continuing.
"Extensive photographs were
taken," said Daugheny. "These
will be reviewed by the state fire
marshall who should be able to
make a report in two to three
weeks."

New officers hold
first SU meetin
News Writer

1'he bill was taken to a vOle and
passed without debate.
New Student Union Pres1dent
Kevin Biacsi and Greek Council
President Louis Lacouture presented a bill to the senate that
recommended "that the administration allow Greek Council to
further promote Greek life on
campus."
Lacouture stated the need for a
"fonnal recognition" of the efSee UNION, page 6

The new Student Union officers opened the 1992-93 session
this past Tuesday. The meeting
was brief, as only two bills were
presented.
A bill concerning the need for
two signatures on any check
wriuen by any of the four classes
was presented by Monica
Coreman.
The bill stated a "need to
standardize the four classes' accounting methods."
The bill requires the signatures
of the president as well as the
Senior Class
treasurer of each class when
President: Sandra Crapis
writing a check from that class's
John Hogan
account.
Matt Santa
"IL's just to safeguard the tteaVice President: Molly Moser
surer," Core man said.
The bill was presented only as !Secretary: Scou Webber
aprecautionarymeasuretoprevent [Treasurer: Chris Dashner
any problems that may occur from
~n Campus Senator:
any spending done by the indiDiann Dellafiora
vidual classes.
~fr
Campus
Senator:
"There was no situation that
Michelle Goldbach
presented a need for it [the bill),"
Coreman said.
Nicole Neumann
A friendly amendment was
Mary Lou Sferra
made before the bill was taken to
Derek Smith
a vote. The senate asked that it be
stated in the billlhat this process
Junior Class
begin with the next senate. General
elections to determine the new President: Moe McGuinness
class officers that will sit in the [Vice President: Joe Brunnell
senate will be held April 6-7.
Joe Parks

·photo b)l Bnnclte Soaalla

Robert Mahoney, right, answers a question from Frank Navratil,
dean of the School of Business. at the Mellen Series

Speaker discusses
Diebold's strength
John It Thome
News Writer

In continuation of the Mellen
Series, Robert W. Mahoney, chief
executive officer of Diebold Incorporated, spoke to a large number of students, faculty, and
membersofthebusinesscommunity on Thurs. March 19 in the
New Conference Room.
Mahoney began his speech with
a brief history of the company, but
quickly began speaking about
Diebold .. be -

->today 8Ad

tomorrow.
Diebold Incorporated was established in Cincinnati in 1859 by
Charles Diebold. The company
set out to make "the finest safes in
the world."
Mahoney gave examples of
Diebold's quality. Safes made by
Diebold survived the fire of Chicago in 1871 and last year's
bombing of Kuwait
According to Mahoney, the

Diebold corporation 1s a leader in
the industry dedicated to quality
and stands behind its products
fully.
Their product line includes
ATM banking machines, which
theyinttoducedinthe1970s,along
with a number of other banking
machines. They also specialize in
electronic security systems.
"Diebold is a sttong financial
company," Mahoney stressed
manytimesthroughoutthcc;peech.
The~· ~-.
creased steadily for the past 39
years. Accordmg to Mahoney,
Diebold is a company for the stock
holder who is looking "for the
long term investment."
Mahoney, who is originally
from New York but now calls the
Cleveland area his home, joined
the staff of Diebold in 1982 as a
vicepresident Hequicklymoved
up the ladder to become the
See DIEBOLD, page 6

1992-1993 Class Election Candidates
Secretary: Jason Kopc1..ak
Kathy McCullough
Treasurer: John Petrus
On Campus Senator:
Jus tin Kopczak
Ami Reed
Christine Rees
Curtis Ross
Off Campus Senator:
Rob Bertrand
Kevin Robinson

Sophomore Class
President: Airne Gillespie
Phil Kangas
Tara Meyer
Vice President:
Jack.i Liautaud
Dominic Offredo

Secretary: Dianna DeFazio
Regina Hoover
On Campus Senator:
Ronald Alexander
Kara Escovar
Susan Graham
Megan Matyjasik
Erin O'Malley
Dennis Percy
Karen Quinn
Ryan Rex
Erin Shaughnessy
O« Campus Senator:
Heather Brooks
Noreen Cayayan
Fred D'Onofrio
Adele Fini
Rozlyn Pinto
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What should represent JCU
JCU meets Jack Daniel's.
Small signs bearing this message appeared last week all over tables in
the cafeteria. The idea was to advertise a tee-shirt which bears John
Carroll's name imposed on the Jack Daniel's Whiskey logo.
The table-tent signs displayed the mandatory "JOHN CARROLL
UNIVERSITY/ DIRECTOR OF STUDENT ACITVITIES" stamp of
approval, but the Office of Student Activities said that it did not stamp the
ad. In fact, Lisa Heckman, director of student activities, said that she would
never approve an advertisement for something the school disagreed with.
And~ the school does not want its name associated with alcohol abuse.
The John Carroll student sales representative of the DYTEC marketing
company (the people who are marketing this product) said that someone,
a male student, stamped the sign when he came to the Office of Student
Activities.
It seems likely that both parties are telling the truth since no male (or for
that matter no student) has the authority to stamp these signs. And, until
It's Hard To See the Haze When You Are In It
Monday, the rubber stamp of approval was notal ways locked in a cabinet.
commentary
Dean of Students Joe Farrell is currently making arrangements with the
university's legal counsel to copyright the university's name and logo.
Although the details of this plan have not been formulated, the idea is
to prevent individuals and corporations (from outside of the university)
What do you do with 600 business cards
The hardest lesson to learn was critifrom profiting from the university' s name and/or logo.
that are no longer valid?
cism, unleashed through the CN, at the CN
This seems wise, but it should be extended. The university's name
It is all I have to worry about now, since and by the CN. Without a sensitivity,
should not be used to promote or be associated with destructive or immoral today marks my last official day as editor- criticism becomes hannful. Thanks for
behavior. Our school's name should be used to sell education, not alcohol. in-chief of the Carroll News. I find myself being patient; I'm confident that the CN
The university's eventual copyright policy should explicitly prohibit the burdened now with hundreds of cards that now has it under control, aimed at a
announce my name and now past title, with constuctive future.
use of the school's name and/or logo with alcohol themes.

A fond farewell from the EIC

. . .,.-"-.. n

lik b m

Welcome home, Fr. Lavelle
An old saying says "You can never come home again." How true is this?
Rev. Michael Lavelle, S.J. returned to John Carroll today; he came home.
Just like any homecoming, some things are the same, some are different.
He is still the president of our University, still a Jesuit priest, still a highly
educated man. But certain things are different. He has spent 70 days
undergoing treatment for the disease of alcoholism. The road has not
ended, but now the next step in the healing process can begin. There comes
a point at which the disease as a disease ends and the healing begins. Fr.
Lavelle has taken that initial, necessary step toward treatment, toward
healing. Now we, as the John Carroll community, should help make this
healing process continue.
A reception is being held today to welcome him home and celebrate his
return. It should be used to show our support for him, for his action and his
courage to make the decision. It can also be used as the point to move on,
to make the next step. This is where community involvement and support
is essential.
Alcoholism is not a unique disease. According to Rev. Peter Fennessy,
15 percent of all people are genetically predisposed to alcoholism. However, this statistic does not take into account the large percentage of people
who are affected by its ramifications. It touches many more people than
just the alcoholics themselves. JCU is aware of this; alcoholism is a
problem on our campus, a problem which will not disappear overnight.
However, every little step counts. Fr. Lavelle's experience can be viewed
as an example which will help all affected members of the community
realize that there is treatment; the pain can be healed, lives can be mended.
Fr. Lavelle did come home, and his return is an affirmation that the
disease of alcoholism is treatable. Hopefully the support ofcommunity can
deal effectively with this sensitive issue and aid in the healing process.
Given the love and support of all, yes, you can come home again.

the simple saying "Keep me infonned!" on
the flip side.

Whether or DOL abc Carroll News with
my ea ership achieved its goal of infonning the Carroll community is up to you to
decide. What I have decided. nevertheless,
is that you have succeeded in teaching me
many lessoris which I proudly call my education.
The first of these lessons came to me
from theexecutiveofficersoflastsemester's
Student Union. Their abundant success,
human faltering, and unnecessary pain
taught me the need for senstivity in everyday life. Joe, Bridget, Dennis, Lori, Judy
and Wendy - I believe that you all did a
damn fme job.

The Carroll Ne,vs

From the CN staff I learned how to stay
up late and still enjoy the friendship of a
newsroom at work. Their cballeaaes aod
dedication are a treasure to the 1
for
which they work and live.
From Joe, Bridget, Moe, Kelly, Steph
and Rochelle, and James the value of unconditional friendship. From Erin love.
Perhaps my most favorite lesson has
been the power of the smile. It disanns any
pessimism, shatters any gloom, and brightens any day.
So, if I come up to you with a smile and
a business card, know that I just want to
thank you for a terrific year. I thoroughly
enjoyed being iliA e<fttor o yotq newspaper.
1-h-1~\
.~~
Ouia Kaz«, Editor
-----·-Tara Schmidtke, Editor

Na~:~~_.. _........._...,_.._.......

£4itoriaL..... - -...Patrick Scullin, Editor
Fon~m... ................................Pat McGill. Editor
- - -.....Nora Mackin, Assistant
Anton Zuiker
WorU View......- ............. Tom Peppard, Editor
_ ......Stephanie Slanina, Assistant
Editor-in-<:hief
Camp'"
Lift ...... ...........Carolyn Sennet. Editor
Mark Schreiner
.......... Mtghan Gourley, Assistant
Managing Editor
btntai~t~~ttJ~t..-........._ ...Mike Thomu, Editor
Peter Balunek
.........Mike Halkovich. Assistant
Featrrns......................-Erin Guirlinger, Editor
Business Manager
Spt:Wts..- .........- -...- ......Julie Evans,Editor
Alice Carle
.......................Brennan Lafferty, Assistant
Treasurer
Profiles .......... ............... Anne Tirpak. Editor
Fr. Carl Zablotny
........................ Boanle Watwood, Editor
Pllotography..................B.nmdie Saculla, Editor
Adviser
..........Chrittine Hurayt. Assistant
...................llob Baxter, Developer
Cn~phia ................... _ ..P.J. Hluscbak. Editor
........Brian Ba.llentine,Assistant
n. Orrol1 H-. It pu.bilthod -klyclwlfta _.._,_by COJ'Y--·-··-...........................Li.ea Klepac, Editor
tha ~ ol Job Cam>ll Uatwnky.
ThOinU
Oplebw ~ Ia ediiDriala ... tlloM otn. Orrol1 Hna
edltoriol boud....t 4o IIOt ,_ntyretltct theop!Aioll ol 1M
- - - · - · - -.........JatOn Row
JCU ~ faaally, ot ~ Slpod ..-ria~
- - - -.........Healher Hawldnt
lac*o4llls-.-tuSot.~edltaNiwlorwnc:art-..,
·----Michelle Macalueo
and comic~ It .akly the vWw ol the arthor.
Honw"'bec:rlplioM bow )'NJ' ol t heCN ca11 be cbtllaed 6or
Ducey
IPS. ~ mntactth& CN offici 6or -lafonnodoft.
- - - · -................- ..Joe Guay

-·---········Maria

-..-···---·---·Erin

Offici phoN nurN>tn 1ft C21,)Jf1~ alld C%16) 397..,._
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Clinton too sexy for the presidency
Julie Smith
Forum Writer

Well, Paul Tsongas is gone now.
I felt Tsongas was a pretty great candidate. However,
his problem kept him from being a viable one. This
problem wasn't one of policy. His proposals for the
economy, health care and foreign relations were all fairly
sound. His problem was much larger than one about
ideology or political thought.
Tsongas' biggest problem was one of image.
Toted as the "Elmer Fudd" candidate from the start,
Tsongas could never have made it in American politics. He
hasn 'tgot the loolcs, the voice or the charisma to effectively
make a run for the presidency.
Forget the fact that he took fmn stands on some tough
issues. Forget the fact that he is a good debator and thinlcs
quickly on hisfcet. Forgetthefactthat he has a biting sense
of humor in his dry wiL Forget that he could have done a
great job a president.
He just doesn't have the rightloolcs.
With Tsongas taking an early exit, weare now left with
two more Democratic candidates, Bill Clinton and Jerry
Brown.
Brown has some radical ideas, and is leading a somewhat powerful alternative movement in the U.S .. He is

'J. Quagmire' upsetting
To the Editor:
Most sincere thanks and respect go to Tom Fraser and
Bill O'Connell for voicing their objections to Vince
Polick' s March 12 cartoon, "J. Quagmire." Afterreading
this cartoon, I too was quite upset Unfortunately, I was
too lazy to write a letter last week.
I found it interesting that both letters submitted last
wedt'W'«ftwoim by...._.k..-..&mhiow1DMMr
a male point of view on this issue, and I admire them both
for stepping forward and acknowledging that rape is not
just a "female problem." rape is everyone's problem.
The cartoon reinforced the sick notion that women
provoke or ask to be raped. It is no wonder that victims are
often reluctant to come forward and press charges. I
would never choose to publicize a rape if I know that I
could be accused of provoking il The pain of rape is true
and justified, not a trivial response that deserves to be
mocked.
Polick's view is quite frightening and I desperately
hope that he does not represent the majority opinion at
John Carroll University. Nothing that a woman OR man
says or does can allow another human being to violate her
or him in this degrading manner.
Lisa Chambe.rs
Class of 1994

Adviser's commentary criticized
To the Editor:
Or, should I say, to the Advisor. Father Zablotny's
auempted strike on "obscenities" in The Carroll News
("From the adviser...," March 19) was "in itself" obscene.
Pemaps he was indeed "moved to comment" on Cindy
Ford's Feb. 27 article.
I C8MOl and will not judge the good Father's actions,
but be was wrong.
Maybe he was trying to beaet the newspaper with his
professional advice, as one with the title" Adviser" should.
lf so, he failed miserably. In the words of another, '"There
are other more viable alternatives than writing in such a
public forum that can only infuriate others." (Syntax am-

offering something to a group of people who feel alienated
by the government He is supported by the people who have
had to pull their belts the tightest in the recession.
But, let's be honest, he wears turtle-neclcs. Presidents
don't wear turtle-neclcs, that is no image for a candidate.
Not to menuon he looks old, and he's always begging for
donations on that I-800 number.
That leaves Democrats with only one option, Clinton.
Sure Ointon has some good policies, but his real strength
lies with in his manliness and his good loolcs. I mean, sure
he probably has some important ideas, but the real power
of his message is his aggressive hair cut
Unfortunately, Clinton's power might also be his
downfall. The whole mistress issue is going to lose him
votes from the women who would support him for his good
looks.
The fact is he's too sexy to be president.
The truth is that the Democrats very well might have
killed their hopes again. There is no doubt that Clinton is
a strong candidate, but his infidelity and draft-dodging
could very well hold him back.
So, what is going to happen m 1992? Hard to say for
sure. But, it does look like the American public is going to
be choosing between the de vi I they know and the devil they
don't know.
isn' t this what
are
for?

biguity?) Any "advice" coming from Father Zablotny
should have been on a personal level with those directly
involved with the printing of the paper- before the printing of the article in question.
Ifthe commentary wanted to save the Ford-tainted souls
of the Carroll community, that too, failed miserably. Vater
Zablotny seems to suffer from a classic case of closemindedness. He asserts that "wearea Catholic community,"
but forgets that not all members of this community are
indeed Catholic (which means "Universal'), and that not
all c.beliGS nece11 d)l . . - ~~- .Ho
expresses an embarrassing ignorance of the "local standards" he cites, such as "freedom ofspeech/press/thought"
He really malces himself look stupid. That is my point here.
Maybe the Reverend sought to contradict himself
publicly several times. If so, he succeeded miserably. He
claimed he "[could] not and [would] not judge those people
who might choose to act other" than he would. He then
took five paragraphs to prove otherwise. He (correctly)
pointed out that "students must be educated in as many
ways and as often as possible" about protection against the
mv, but then attempts to dismiss humor as a possible
teaching method. I guess he missed the point of the Krista
Blake article (Feb. 27).
If Father Zablotny's goal was to disassociate himself
from The Carroll News, and alienate its staff,lhat too, was
a success. A letter of resignation would have been more
direct, though.
Let's not forget the fme print: "The CQI'roll News is
published...by the students of John Carroll University."
Joe Parks
Class of 1992

,

Loungin' around with

Jf/mr~}-1

'.) ,' / 0(fiJV{WL-CMrc__
,
Afi,-spring is definitely in the air - unless you go to
school in Cleveland. I woke up bright and early a couple
of days ago and threw open my window so that I could
talce in my ftrSt sights of spring, but all I got was a face
full of snow.
That's when I got to thanking. The way I figure, if
we're paying aU this money to go here, the administration could at least provide a pleasant change of seasons
for us.
First, they could build a retractable dome which
could go up any ume it starts snowing after the supposed
flf'St day of spring.
Secend,they could bargain with the big man upstairs,
and I don't mean Father Lavelle. I'm talking about God.
You might laugh, but I hear the Jesuits have a real
rapport with H1m.
Until action is talcen,think warm thoughts, and keep
the heavy clothes around because it's never safe to put
them away in Cleveland.

of JCU, talce all matters on sexuality so seriously.
We fail to see how Ford's article is insensitive towards
people who have tested HIV positive, pregnant women, or
the Church. We fail to see how Ford's facetious manner of
impressing the importance of investing in condoms when
necessary is stupid. There is nothing stupid about protecting you and your partner when in sexual relations; that is
being responsible. We fai l to see Ford's dry humor as
poking fun . There is nothing funny about testing mv
positive, nor is there anything funny about the difference a
condom can m ake. 1\ ow ever , a..<; Ford recogni,_es. \here are

1101 ~·adM• wtlolaUro...a.IMiddle..-wru
of preventive measures.
Furthermore, as adviser to the CN, Fr. Zablotney's
obligations are to the p<lper before it is printed- not three
weelcs after the fact. His point that we need to be educated
about the facts of HIV is one well talcen, and not one wholly
ignored either. It is true that when Krista Blake, an infected
college student, came to talk to the Carroll community she
was met by over 400 students. It is equally bl.le that some
3000 students did not come to listen. We can' t force our
fellow classmates to come listen to the b'Uth about the
century •s scariest disease, nor can we force them to read
pamphlets, books, see movies, call clinics, orask questions.
However, through the CN, which as a public forum passes
through the bands of nearly every student attending JCU,
we can maybe get them to think for justa minute about what
they are, aren't or may be doing.
Fr. Zablotney's concern for the education of the Carroll
community on matters dealing with sexuality is appreciated.
However, his professionalism is questionable, his apprehensions unfounded and his understanding of Ford's
message inaccurate.

Gina Krusinski
Class of 1992

CateRagen
Class of 1992
To the Editor:
We were most relieved and duly impressed by the
hawk-like acuity of Carl E. Zablotney's commentary, or
should we say child-like whiny outburst, on Cindy Ford's
article. His intolerance of hwnor in the face of ignorance
and apathy is most heroic. After all, who does Ford think
she is making light of the intended purpose of a prophylactic? After all, who does Ford think she is- trying to
reach our students on the very serious topic of safe sex
through dry wit? How dare she attack college students'
irreverence of the possibilities of contmcting a sexually
transmitted disease. Especially since we, the student body
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Commuter problems remain unresolved
Thomas Fraser
Forum Writer
As a senior who had commuted

the past three semesters, I eagerly
anticipated an improvement in the
commuter situation last semester.
Indeed, one candidate for Student
Unionpresidentevencarnpaigned
among the commuters in the commuter lounges. I was touched;
someone had pledged himself as
"the commuter candidate."
Well, in rettospeet, the commuter situation this year has been
only lightly addressed. The fault
rests in three groups: The student
government, the administration
and the commuters.Despite the
election of the "commuter candidate," the Student Union ignored
commuters. Thecommutercandidate did not provide any leadership on commuter issues.
The Commuter Affairs committee languished (only now under new leadership is it becoming
active). The Executive officers of
the Student Union knowingly permitted a resident student to hold

an off-campus seat SU Senate. It
became clear to the commuters
that the student government would
not represent any of their con-

cerns.
The administtation likewise has
shown only minimal concern in
commuter affairs; however, this
partly is the result of the tone of
abandonment set by the Student
Union.
The administration addressed
the parking situation, but balked
in changing the number of spaces
available for commuters. Moreovez, the administration did not
actively solici the comments and
problems of the commuters.
There was no active institution,namelytheCommuter Affairs
committee, to intervene on behalf
of the commuters. It became clear
again to commuters that the administration, like the Student
Union, would not hear their concerns.
Commutetsthemselvesarealso
at fault Granted, their experience
is more difficult than resident stu-

vide frequently scheduled forums
to hear commuter concerns. It
could provide demographic data
on commuter students to the
Commuter Affairs committee.
In this way, the committee,
knowing the demographic characteristics of its members, could
design detailed programs and arrive at better conclusions about
the nature of commuters.
Recent events demonstrate that
If the administration becomes
cotnmuter issues are only discussed
truly enthusiastic, the commuters
will benefit.
during election time.
Finally, all commuter policies
and activities must integrate
commuters with resident students.
indifference of the Student Union now positive; it appears as if the Commuter activities should not
and administration, the only solu- current Student Union leaders beforcommutersonly. Nor should
tion for commuters is to take an show an interest in commuters. resident activities be for residents
active stance on their own behalf. Still, recent events demonstrate only.
Commuters tend toward sepaThere are several matters upon that commuter issues are only diswhich commuters must act to im- cussed during election time.
ration; yet, commuters and resiprove their ~ituation. For example,
The hope is, and the dents are all students. It is time to
as the new parKing lot is built, commuter's demand is, that the make commuters feel, for once,
commuters must demand priority Student Union will continue to be like students- active, enthusiastic,
privilege in spaces. Commuters sensitive to commuters.
and equal.
must become involved in the
The administration can take an
Commuter Affairs committee. active role as well. It could prodents: most are not on campus but
a few hours a week; most travel
over 15 minutes to campus; most
also work; and most are not active
in campus activities. Yet commuters are reticent and live an
almost insular existence from
campus. Thus, given the general

Generally, to be heard, commuters must become active and outspoken.
The Student Union, under new
executive leadership, must make
the success and welfare of the
Commuter Affairs committee its
highest priority. Indications are

Abortion question is matter of wo~nen's choice
DomlaVigne
Forum Writer

To sit in an ivory tower and
philosophize about people is one
thing, to be those people out on
the streets is another. I hope this
article generates a plethora of responses, because the abortion issue is not as clear-cut and easily
solved based on Roman Catholic
principles as some people might
think.
While I respect the opinions of
Dr. Hay, Fr. Chase, and Brian
Archdeacon, I do not agree with
their comments regarding abortioo
and Operation Rescue. What ~
three seem to forget is that Ibis
issue affects people's lives, and
that a wave of the Catholic wand
will not make everything better.
The biggest point on which polifers and po-choicers disagree is
whether or not the fetus is alive.
Archdeacon argues that abortion
is killing, but he is uncerqrin
whether or not the fetus can be
classified as human life.
QUote: "Science today suggests
to us that human life begins at
conception. Having said this, the
only safe assumption you and I
can make is that at that point, this
person is our equal ... It is only
just to assume that the embryo is
our equal because we really can't
prove one way or the other..."

from an assumption, he is seeking
to invoke his theories on other
people.
I agree with Archdeacon and
other pro-lifers in one respect: I
believe that after the beginning of
the third trimester, the fetus is
essentially human, and I would
equate abortion with murdez.
However, no one is certain
when life technically begins. If
people are not certain that a fetus,
whichisfc:.-example,youngerthan
the third trimester, could exist the
same as a newborn baby, how can
they assume that it is alive?
I would advocate abortions
being legalized only in the cases
ofrape, incest, where the woman's
orbaby'slifeisindanger,orwbere
having a baby would pose undue
economic and/or psychological
hardships on the woman and her
family.
What most pro-lifers fail to
realize is that even George Bush,
champion of the family and a
kindez, gentler American, andprolife impostor, favors abortion in
the flrst three cases.
Pro-Lifers tend to forget that
real people with real problems are
getting pregnant.
Who would know better than a
mother living in the slums that she
cannot give her baby a good life?
Who can honestly know the pain

of an expectant teenage mother
who has nothing to look forward
to except a life of poverty and
hardship?
I believe abortion should be
used as a last resort, and that people
should be educated first, so that
they do not get into a situation
where abortion becomes a necessity.
Teenagers should receive sex
education and be taught about birth
controlsothat,iftheydodecideto
engage in sexual activity, they can
reduce the risks of pregnancy and
SID'S. While it would be utopian
to believe that every good Catholic
boy and girl will remain abstinent
until marriage, we must open the
windows of our ivory towers and
see what is really happening. If
people are going to have sex, they
should be responsible for their
actions. But, if they make a mistake, then only the pregnant
woman should decide her future,
not outsiders.
Adoption is the often-championed solution to this growing
battle. Again, the rights and feelings of the involved parties are not
being taken into consideration.
How many men know what a
pregnant woman experiences for
nine months? How easily can a
woman, who has loved and cared
for the baby inside her,just give it

up to strangers? How can she go
through life knowing that she will
never see itagain? I do not believe
the trauma from an abortion is
nearly as destructive as that caused
by the life-long heartbreak she
would face, knowing she will
never again be able to hold her
baby.
I question how Archdeacon and

Only the
pregnant woman
should decide
her future, not
outsiders.
otherpro-lifers would act if their
wives or daughters were raped
and became pregnant. Would they
force their wives go through the
pain ofcarrying this child? Would
they allow their "rape-child" to
live a life of misery, knowing that
he or she was not created by an act
of love,.but by an act of hate?
Unlike Archdeacon, I do not
believe abortions will lead to a
genocide of the elderIy. The problem of young vs. old was not created by abortion, it was created by
a lack of tradition and emphasis
on the family.
Asian society has stressed this
for thousands of years, and today

the elderly are their most respected
members. If we begin looking to
them as the fountainheads of wisdom, instead of traffic-blockers,
perhaps many of the elderly who
desire euthanasia will instead
choose life.
Pro-lifer or pro-choice,
Americans must be free to express
their opinions, and be open to alternative points of view. The real
danger to our society lies in not
allowing these viewpoints to be
expressed. Everyone must be allowed to make up his or her mind
about this issue,and not have their
opinions "supplanted" by others.
In this respect, if Archbishop
Weakland is so controversial and
people are truly offended by his
viewpoints, then they should boycottgraduation. The pro-life forces
stand up for their beliefs, and if
people at John Carroll feel as
strongly about Weakland, they
should stand up for their beliefs
and boycott him.
However, before we boycott
anyone, we must be certain of the
facts, and not rei y on assumptions
to guide our judgement.
Those who remain locked in
their ivory towers, trying to dictate
how others must live, while
knowing nothing of these peoples'
daily struggles, have no right to
play Allah, Buddha, or God.

FORUM
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Abortion involves survival, not religion
SUscrt Kolar
Fon.m Writer

Within this country there is a
separation between church and
state. As a result, issues of a religious nature are not supposed to
influence theestablishmemofnew
laws in the United States.
Pro-choice advocates have
takeneveryopportunitytoremind
the general public of this fact
However, there are laws in the
United States which also prohibit
murder. These laws are not influenced by a religious belief.
They are merely laws which
assure a person that he, because he
has been created, has a right to
survival.
Survival is the key issue here.
This is not a religious term. It is
simply a matter of humans respecting each other.
lnorderforpcopleoftheUnited
States to live on and reproduce, it
is essential to have such a law.
Without it anyone could take the
life of any other person without
the threat of repezcussions.
In this country too many humans are denied this basic right to
survive. Noone pays for this crime,
except the children.
It seems pro-choicers would
have you believe the debate over
ebodioeiN.-..wltiMI'fliiaiow
fanatics fuel. They would have
you believe pro-lifers are ignorant
and behind the times.
Lately, I feel as ifl am a member of a growing minority and this
is very disheartening.
When looking at the issue of
whether or not abortions should
be legal, we should not look at it
from a religious standpoint It is
important to look at it as a human
issue, not a religious issue or a
women's issue.
Abortion does not only affect
religious people. It does not only
affect women. It affects at least
1.5 million children each year, a
figure which is staggering and
sickening. Not viewing this as a
tragedy is what is ignorant
What is so amazing is that the
very people who scream ..there is
supposed to be a separation of
church and state" advocate a view
which they have previously said is
a matter of religious opinion.
They acton the assumption that
human life begins at birth and not
at conception.
The creation of a baby is scientific, the growth of an unborn
baby is scientific, and yet to prochoicers the process of birth in
itself causes some sort of change
to occur in the infant. a change
which causes the infant to become
human. That seems to be a reli-

gious belief in itself.
Birth is a scientific process, not
a religious or philosophical experience.
Theenvironrnentoutsideofthe
mother's womb does not cause a
changetooccurintheinfantwhich
makes him or her human.
The change is one which individuals give some sort of meaning
to. The physical and medical occurrences happen independently
of the religious or philosophical
meanings an individual attaches
to them.
If a person chooses to attach
more meaning to conception,
growth and birth, that is the
individual's choice.
First and most importantly,
however, an unborn baby is conceived and is the same as every
person who has the lucie to be
born.
The unborn infant is still in a
process of rapid growth, but all
people are constantly growing.
They grow up. They grow old.
What exactly does it mean to
be a human being? Webster's defmes human as "of pertaining to,
orresembling man or his attributes
in distinction from the lower animal world."
Nowhere in that definition does

ner. This is not to say individuals
should abandon their religious
beliefs.
But when referring to abortion,
it is more pragmatic to attack the
issue on this more basic level.
God cannot be brought mto the
issue when trying to convince the
general public of its wrongness.
People have many different religious affiliations. Let's try to bring
people together instead ofoffending and alienating them.
It's not the pro-lifers responsibility to convert people to their
religious beliefs. It is however,
their responsibility to try and save
the unborn from a needless death,
and to do so in the most productive manner.
The law makes no judgement
on those who are for abortion because too many people act as if it
is a religious issue, and is therefore
not allowed to be addressed by the
government because of the separation of church and state. Prolifers must argue that abortion has
nothing to do with religious beliefs.
It is a matter ofsurvival. If they do
this, it is more likely the government will have to listen, and in the

end hopefully end the massacre of allow more violence to occur by
children which ts so much a part having abortions? What did your
of life nowadays.
child do to you? It is just a child, a
It is sad anyone has to become sweet, innocent child.
pregnant when pregnancy is unToo much selfiShness is occurwanted. many women are victims ring in this country. It is so upsetof marital abuse. Many are raped ting to see so many women believby unknown assailants. Many ing and preaching "It's my body,
women just become pregnant ac- I can do with it what I like." No
one can hear the baby instde
cidentally.
Why are people so willing to screaming the same thing.

•human.
..,. -..-.
.. ao-....
Human is a term to denote
~~~· · •

a living thing's breed, not their
religious affJ..liation. Science has
proved life begins at conception.
What kind of life is quite clear.
The life created is the same as the
life individuals who have been
born possess. It is accepted that
people of this breed are called
humans.
If the United States laws are
structured in such a way that
church and state are separate, unborn babies should not be dying at
the hands ofdoctors who are sworn
to preserve life to the best of their
abilities.
Ifan infant is conceived, it has
the rights of any person who has
been born. Just because it is dependent for its life on its mother
does not mean a woman has the
right to decide if the child lives or
dies.
After birth a child is still
physically dependent on his or hez
mother, or another care-giver. If
the child is abandoned, or she will
surely die.
Inordertoconfronttheissueof
abortion, pro-lifers need to look at
human life in a more general man-

HOUSING OPTIONS ARE
STILL AVAILABLE
Alcohol-Free
Men - 3rd floor Millor
Women - 3rd floor Millor
Quiet Floors
Men - 3rd floor Bernet
Women - Basement East
Singles Available ($750 addl. cost per semester.)
Men- Bernet
Women - 3rd floor Dolan
-Murphy

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Submit letter of application to office of Residence life by 4 pm Friday March 27, 1992
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JCU debate teams ranks 21st
Tara Schmidtke
News Editor

The John Carroll Debate team
is ranked 21st in the nation as it
heads toward its final tournament
at the University of Texas this
upcoming weekend.
CEDA (Cross Examining Debate Association) is composed of
approximately 300 schools, and
in this weekend •s national tournament only the top teams in the
country are eligible to compete.
John Carroll is sending three
teams, comprised of junior Brain
Gagnon and freshman Nancy
McGunn, seniors Jeff Lohr and
Dave Tyler, and freshman Pat
Budzisz and senior Joe Smtth.
According to Lori Cirninillo,
Carroll 's debate moderator, all
three of these teams have been
doing welJ all semester.
At the Novice National Tournament, which was held on March
14 and 15 at Townson State University, Gagnon and McGunn
finishedseventhinthenation. This
tournament is for flfSt year debaters only.
"I was really pleased with how
we did," said Gagnon. "There
were a lot of good teams and I was
not really sure how we would do.
It has been a great experience."
The other teams have also been
doing well. This ~ weekend,
Lohr and Tyler came in stxth at

Alpha), which is an honorary fraternity that Carroll belongs to,
during a toumamem in Birmingham , Alabama. According to
Ciminillo, they beat teams from
all over the country.
"Both oftheseteams havebeen
fantastic," said Cimmtllo.
Cuninillosaid thatBudziszand
Smith have also been placmg m
almost all the tournaments.
The debate topic is the same
for all tournaments throughout the
semester and this semester ts was
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Discovering the mysteries of science?

that "advertising degrades the
qualityoflife in the United States."
Due to the past accomplishments of the de ba te teams,
Ciminillo foresees success in this
weekend's fmal national tournament
"I have no doubt that this [the
upcoming tournament] will be a
successful tournamentforus," she
said.
ChrisKazor,NewsEditor,also
contributed to this article.

JUSTICE elects national
communications chair
Chris Kazor
News Ed1tor

At a meeting last week, the
John Carroll University chapter
of Jesuit University and College
Students Concerned with Empowerment (JUSTICE) elected
sophomore Nora Mackin as its
first national communications
chairperson.
The first national JUSTICE
convention was held aLJCU from
Feb. 13-16 of this year. At this
convention, a constitution was
written and was later ratified by
the StudentUnion, which officially
established the JCU chapter.
MaiD expeaecl pleesule •

receiving the chairperson position,
but minimized her future role in
JUSTICE.

"I see it [the chaupcrson position] as a responstbility of communication," she said. "I may
speak for the JUSTICE chapter at
John Carroll, but it's not only my
voice."
The next JUSTICE convention
will be held at Loyola Marymount
University in Los Angeles sometime this coming fall. Until that
time, Mackin is going to concentrate on increasing student
awareness of JUSTICE on campus.
At the convention in the fall,
the delegates will talk about a
number of topics, and Mackin is
eagu {or 8bldents to voice -

opinion about what topics they
would like to see discussed.
t:-e tournament for DSRTA
"I'm interested in finding out
(Dei~ha Sizma Rho Tau Kappa
~=======~--~======~--=~ from the students just what issues
they think are important enough
to be discussed by JUSTICE," said
Mackin. "I want to make sure that
all students on the campus are
represented."

~

~

~

~

_,1>o1o by OJriJtine H""'yt

Chris Hirsch, foreground, and Chris Schaffer are hard at wor1<
in the chemist

lab of the science buildin .

Diebold

continued from page 1
Chainnan of the Board as well as
the CEO of Diebold.
He graduated from Villanova
University, obtained a master's

began working together on a
maintenance agreement for
Diebold banking machines. The
agreement is called Interbold, and
dealsspecificallywith theATM's.
Interbold has made the ATM's
three times more reliable .

from Rooeevelt University, and

Mahoney showed

served in the Navy before worlcing for NCR of Canada, where he
was president
The company's net income for
1991 was over $35 million. Part
of this 32 percent increase over
the previous year can be credited
to a joint effon that began in 1990
with IBM. The two companies

ment about the future of this venture.
Diebold announced in December of 1991 that they are
starting a new business unit.
Diebold International Sales and
Service will deal directly with foreign companies while meeting
global competitiveness head on.
Mahoney sees Diebold as a
growing company and looks forward to its future.
"We have a record of quality
and reputation we can be proud
of," Mahoney said.

gree&

excite-

Union

Cl)

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summering in Pittsburgh?
DUQUESNE'S 1992 SUMMER SCHEDULE OFFERS:
,. TRANSFERABLE COURSES "'
"' ACCELERATED SESSIONS"'
,. START DATES MAYTHRU JULY"'

Ask about our wide t•ariety of Science Courses,
Language Courses and Trips!
Registration is EASYb y FAX, phone, mail, or in person

INTERESTED?
CALL 1-800-283-3853
for your complete
SUMMER 19921NFORMATTON PACKAGE

continued from page 1
forts put forth by the members of
Greek council, which consists of
17 chartered organizations with
more than 500 members on the
campus.
Lacouture asked that the SU
make a recommendation to the
administration that a trophy cabinet be placed somewhere on
campus to allow the champions of
Greek Week tO publicize their organization.
"All other chartered Greek
Organizations will have representation in this cabinet," the bill
stated.
"There's great potential for
Greek life here on campus," said
Lacouture. "The cabinet will help
the Greek system thrive."
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Annual award recognizes
special JCU senior
Erin Gulrtlnger
Features Editor

Forty-one years ago there was an out·
standing student that attended John Carroll
University. Granted. there area plethora of
outstanding students that have attended this
university. but this was a student who was
one of the elite of the elite. His name was
Robert Beaudry.
Robert Beaudry was an exceptional senior who gave his efforts to JCU. He was
a class officer, involved in the Christian
Life Community, and was a valuable asset
during his time at JCU.
Tragically. Robert Beaudry wasn't able
to use his learned values and lrnowledge in
the world outside of JCU because he was
killed in a plane crash a year after he graduated from JCU.
Because of his dedication to the campus
there was a memorial award in honor of his
contributions. The Beaudry award was
thereafter given to an outstanding gradual·
ingsenior, whohasgoneaboveand beyond
their loyalty and dedication at JCU.
This year the nominees are Joseph
Cimperman, Dennis Dew, Jennifer Ritter,
Corey Schaal, and Anton Zuiker. These
people were nominated by anyone who

chose to write a letter stating why that
person should win. Helen Joyce, an academic adviser and moderator of Christian
Life Community, said,"there was a good
cross section of the university who turned
in oominations."
Now that the nominations are finished,
the vote will take place on Thurs. March 26
and Fri, March 27 in the Atrium.
This award is special in itself, to graduate
with a plaque saying that you're the most
outstanding senior is an incredible honor.
What is even more special is the people
who choose the honoree.
It's not the administration and not the
faculty and staff. It's the people who see
these nominees almost everyday and who
have grown and lived with these nominees
for the past four years. These people who
vote are the graduating seniors.
And receiving an award decided by
one's peers is a very special and satisfying
experience. Joyce said, "It's an award
given to a senior by seniors, this makes the
award even more gratifying".
For the graduating senior who receives
this award, it will serve as a reminder of his/
her hard work, time and dedication to John
Carroll University..
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1992 Beaudry Award Candidates
Joseph M. Clmperman Joe has been involved with many
projects like Project Gold, a service which he originated. He also cocreated JUSTICE. Joe has had much involvement with Student Union
as it's president during his senior year. He also lent his services as an
RAin 199()..91. Joe has given of himself to the church and the Carroll
Community such as his co-founding Pax Christi John Carroll.
Dennis Dew is the station manager for WUJC and has brought
many innovative ideas to the station. "He has turned the radio station
into something people of all tastes can appreciate" said one of his
nominators. Dennis was also a delegate for the JUSTICE Convention.
AndduringDennis'sjunioryear,heco-organizedthePersianGulfWar
conference. Dennis has also helped in founding Pax Christi.
Jennifer Ritter has been involved with the Student Union by
the 1991-92 vice-president Jennifer has contributed to
campus ministry and been a member of the eight day choir. She has
also helped organize the Dance Marathon and has continued her
dedication to that for four years. One of her nominators said, "Her
actions in everyday life are an example of a Christian auitude.

~ being

Corey Schaal has demonstrated committment at John Carroll
through his four years here. He has been a member of Christian Life
Community. Corey has been a volunteer and a worker for Campus
Ministry. He was also a delegate for JUSTICE. Corey has been
involved with the Student Union with his position as Senator for two
years. He was also senior class secretary.

Anton Zulker has made his contributions to Carroll as well. His
dedication to the Carroll News started his freshman year as an
advertising representative taking htm to his postuon as Edttor-inchiefhis senior year. Anton has been an RA and helped as a summer
orientation adviser for two years. Anton was also involved in the
theater department during his first two years at JCU He has added to
the Christian Community by helping found Pax Christi.
c..,....._., pllcco <ow1ICO)' oC .1oo c.....,...,... 2dcr p11cco by " - z.w......_ pbotoo toy a.....s. s.cau.

Weight loss facts, not fads inform dieters
Karen Donner

wa into Carroll students' lives.
A low carbohydrate diet
From the daily crowds in the (sometimes called the "Atkins,"
cardio-vascular and weight or "Calories Don't Count" diets)
rooms, it's obvious that physical are among the worst programs.
fitness is important to many While you eat as many fats and
people. Exerciscisnotjustagreat carbohydrates as you want, you
stress reliever and social activity, are to eliminate fruits/vegs., milk,
but is also part of many students' and breads. Thiscausesyourbody
attempt to Jose/control their to go into ketosis (symptoms inweight
elude increased thirst, urination,
Many people, however try to low energy. constipation, and a
deny the vitally important role metallic taste in the mouth). The
exerciseplaysinweightloss. They metabolic rate is decreased, lean
instead opt for the quicker results tissue is br'ollen down, and dam·
of a diet
age to the heart results over time.
First of all, "diets" are only
Liquid Protein/ Liquid Meal
temporary. Going "on" one, means Replacement diets should also be
that you will go "off' it eventually avoided. Originally intended to
(and thus regain the weight).
replace one meal a day, today's
Many diets rely on eating a versions tell you to supplement
limited variety of very bland food two meals with a drink. These
that can encourage flavorful, ca- drinks are usually based on mille
loricbingesandaren'tthetypeSof products, thus are high in fat and
foods you would want to stay on cholesterol. The drinks that use
for the rest of your life.
water tend to be dangerously low
Diets also derive the majority in calories. An early version of a
of calories from poor energy liquid protein diet, "thelastchance
sources (fats, proteins, sugars) not diet," was the reported cause of 56
to mention their encouragement women'sdeath in the 1980's (carof unhealthy, rapid losses.
diac irregularities resulted from
"Fad diets" are the most un- the drink's lack of polassium).
healthy diets. They are designed
The "Beverly Hills Diet" has
to fail by the very nature that they also found its way to our campus.
are not scientificaiJy based. and The theory isthatspecificenzymes
physically dangerous (the major- will activate fat burners on certain
ityofthemcanbe). Manyofthese days. You eat only fruits for the
quick loss plans have found their firsll 0 days, then only one kind of
Correction: Dr. Christopher Roark's name was misspelled
"JCU brings drama closer to audience" March 19, 1992. Roark
is an assistant rofessor of E Iish.
Features writer

food (fats, carbos protein_& ~r

day after tl1it Mnre ~tont me
blatant neglect of eating a bat·
anced diet, people on this diet
would be interested to Jcnow that
the woman who created this diet is
a press agent with no credentials.
Similarly, the authors of the
food combining "Fit for Life"
program received their education
through a correspondence school
(they have no accredited degree).
Their best selling diet is deftcient
in calcium, vitamin D. Bl2, zinc,
and protein, and could cause health
problems over a prolonged period.
Finally, people should be wary
of the heavily advertised "sensible" diets (Weight Watchers,
NutraSystem). The continuously
reported successes are biased by
the promoting company. You
neverhearaboutthenumberswho
dropped out of, or failed the program.
You must also keep up with the
costly program in order to mainlain the loss.

BRICK REPAIR
Steps-Window WellsTuck Pointing
IRON RAILINGS
Window Grille
Screen Paining
SHRUBS & TREES
PRUNED
Domenic

461-5174

or.,..,.,.,._.,..

It is importanl lO be mformcd

Nlltdu&
programs, and also know the
healthy way to wetght Joss.
Food choices do mauer! Be
aware of what you are eating.
Avoid highly caloric foods, and
opt for fiber rich ones instead. Do
not exclude or over-include any
one food group in your meal intakes.
Eat your larger meals early in
the day. It makes no sense to skip
breakfast and eat a huge dinner
(where you are virtually fueling
up to go to sleep). Utilize the fact
that you are most physicaiJy and
mentally active during the day,
which is when the most calories
can be spent.
Know that it takes time to see
weight results in healthy programs.
Quicker plans only shed easily

\osl

-.

pound~

o f wate r and kan U!i-

The importance of exercise
cannot be siiCSSed enough! If you
want to preserve vital muscle while
loosing weight, you need to monitor your activity.
Developing a better attitude
towards food is also important.
You can feel less guilty about
eating if you create a healthy relationship with food.
In 1946 The United Nations
World Health Organization defmed health as, "a state of complete physical, mental, and social
well being; not merely the absence
of disease or infumity."
Diet and exercise may only be
onepartofa healthy life, but proper
practice of both can influence the
quality of all the other healthy
aspects.

Rent a Full-Featured
Cellular Phone
for only
~

$4.95 pet· n1onth
details call
Peter at 371-8631
f~or
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WORLD VIEW

France's ruling party suffers

Vote viewed as protest
lhomos Peppard
World View Editor

Extremists are in; incumbents are out
FranceheldregiooalelectionslastSunday,butPresidentF~is

Mitterrand's Socialists were not the winners. The mainstream
conservative alliance won the plwality with about 33 percent of the
vote. But the big news is that for the first time, the National Front
Party and the environmental parties each received over I0 percent
of the nation's vote.
The National Front is an extreme right-wing party which
opposes immigration. "People are scared and don't want the
[National Front] party to have too much power," said Alexandra
Bosvieux, a John Carroll University student from France.
Some people fear thauheparty smacksoffascism. ''It brings back
all of the bad memories of the second world war," said Bosviewt.
Bosvieux believes that the National Front's recent success
represents a protest vote from the French. "They [the voters] are
more against something than they are for something," she said.
To explain this apparent laclc of confidence in French politicians, Bosvieuxsaid: "Theyare always fighting against each other.
They are not doing their best to run the country. They are only
interested in power -even inside the parties you see separations."
Stephanie Bidaud, another JCU student who is from France,
agreed with Bosvieux's assessment. She said, "People who vote
[for the extreme groups], give a vote of disagreement."
"The Socialists promised that unemployment would decline
and the economy would improve, but it hasn'thappened," she said.
Bidaud finds the National Front to be very extremist For this
reason, she believes that they will never come to power, but" .. .if
it happens, I would leave the country. I couldn'tstand it," she said.
People, she said, vote for extremist groups becausethey want to
send a message to the current powers more than they want to
support the extremist groups.
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William Drozdiak
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1992. The Washington Post

NICE, France-France's governing Socialist Party suffered a
crushing defeat in regional and
local elections Sunday, plummet·
ing to its worst showing at the
poJJs in more than two decades as
the National Front confirmed its
ascendancy as Europe's biggest
ultra-right party.
The anti-immigrant party,
headed by Jean-Marie Le Pen,
capitalized on growing anxiety
over the influx of North African
workers and their families to secure its highest vote ever. With 60
percent of the returns counted, the
National Front had 12.4 percent
of the nationwide vote, up from
9.7 percent in the last regional
elections in 1986.
Laurent Fabius, the Socialist
Party leader, called the National
Front showing "a dangerous and
fearsome breakthrough." He urged
the Socialists and center-right
opposition parties to join forces in
the second round of local balloting next Sunday to block the far
right from gaining control of
mayorships.
Major gains also were made by

two environmental parties, the
Greens and the Ecology Generation, which together got 14 percent
of the vote. In the 1986 elections,
environmental parties received
only 2.3 percent.
The Socialist setback in
France's first election in three
years appeared to indicate growing frustration with traditional
party politics.
Despite France's remarkable
affluence, a pervasive mood of
public disenchantment and anxiety about the future has sapped
confidence in the political establishment, including President
Franyois Mitterrand and Prime
Minister Edith Cresson, who are
both Socialists. This in turn has
fed the rise of such protest parties
as the anti-pollution Greens and
theanti-immigrantNational Front.
While Sunday's elections do
not directly affectMitterrand, who
is halfway through his second
seven-year term, they are bound
to increase speculation that he may
not finish out his term. National
parliamentary elections are due
next year and Mitterrand is known
to abhor the idea of repeating the
Socialist "cohabitation" with a

conservative-led government that
occurred in 1986 to 1988.
Despite widespread speculation
that Miuerrand might soon dismiss
Cresson, she said after Sunday's
outcome became clear that "I intend to continue governing with
all of those progressive forces
which wish to join me."
Cresson acknow!edged that the
dismal results by the Socialists,
who received only 18 percent of
the vote Sunday compared with
29 percent in 1986, were a setback
for her beleaguered government.
But she refused to call it a defeat
because her main opponents did
not profit from the steep decline in
suppon for the Socialists.
The mainstream conservative
alliance, led by former prime
minister Jacques Chirac and
former president Valery Giscard
d 'Estaing, dropped 6 points from
the 1986 elections to wind up with
about 33 percent.
Chirac said the election outcome "ftrstand foremost punished
the Socialist Party," which he said
isnow"onlyashadowofitsformer
self." He said the opposition will
now concentrate its efforts on next
year's parliamentary elections.

A1r1rJEN1fii(Q)N AILIL IQ)JECGr JRJEJEc§JEJEOCIINCGr
llJNIQ)JEJRCGr JRAIQ)llJA 1rJE §1fllJIQ)JEN1r§ ~ ~ ~
The date and time for your fall '92
registration has been mailed to you. If you do
not receive this information by March 30,
please stop in the Student Service Center to
obtain it.
Thank you.
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AIDS: The Carroll story
John Catro/1 University students respond to a survey aboutAIDS, sex, and condoms
Meghon Gourley
Carotyn Sennett
The Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) was
declared an epidemic in 1982.
Back then, if you were heterosexual, you were considered not at
risk. Ten years later, we have
learned that anyone is susceptible.
There are no discriminating factors and college students are no
exception.
According to the National
Center for Health Statistics in
Washington D.C., AIDS is the
sixth leading cause of death for
those ages 15-24, and is rising.
To determine the actual
awareness of AIDS atJohnCarroll
University, The Carroll News
conducted a survey of285 sllldents
in selected classrooms from several departments.
Questions includedlcnowledge
and opinion items such as what
AIDS, HIV, and ARC stand for,
and whether or not condoms
should be distributed on campus
tohelppreventthespreadofAIDS.
The results show that while most
students lcnow basic information
about AIDS~ there is confusion
about risk groups and risk behaviors.
A commonly asked question is
whether or not casual contact with
an illV or AIDS infected person is
considered a risk behavior. Casual contaCt which includes kissing, handshaking, and hugging is
notconsideredariskbehavior. Of
the students surveyed, 95.7 percent agreed that AIDS cannot be

transmitted through casual contaCt According to an article in
Straight Talk, an AIDS education
magazine for teens, "While researchers have found tiny traces
of the AIDS virus in saliva, there
are no documented cases yet of
anyone becoming infected with

JCU Students
believe that the
behavior In which
you ore at most risk
of transmitting the
HIV virus Is through ...

Anal Sex 49.8% •
Vag1nal Sex 40.7% •
None of the Above 5.3% IZd
Oral Sex 2.1% •
Did Not Respond 2.1% 0

... and in fact anal sex
Is the behavior that is
more of a risk in
tronsmittin the HIV
virus.
OnpbiG by PJ Htuocbak

HIV from saliva. Likewise, the

rest of the body's fluids- feces,
tears, sweat, nasal secretions,
vomit. and urine."
AIDS is primarily transmitted
through sexual contact; that is,
vaginal, anal, and oral sex. Although all forms of intercourse
with an infected person is a risk,

anal sex puts you most at risk. Of
the students surveyed, 49.8 per-

cent surveyed chose anal sex as
the highest risk factor to contract
AIDS while 40.7 percent chose
vaginal sex. Anal sex is more of
a risk then vaginal sex because it
breaks blood vessels creating a
semen to blood contact
Because there is some degree
of risk in every form of intercourse, one should always protect
him/herself; however the most effective form of prevention is abslinence.
For sexually active people
condoms are the most effective
protection. According to the National AIDS Hotline, condoms
should be used in all forms of sex.
Latex condoms with Nonoxynol9 spermicide are the next best defense,buttheyarenot lOOpercent
effective.
When students were asked if
condoms are the most effective
form of protection, 69 percent of
the students said no, while 31
percent said yes. The correct
answer is. no because for anyone,
abstinence is the only 100 percent
effective form of protection.
Anyone having sex is at risk.

Though it was once thought to be
a homosexual's disease, the
number of infected heterosexuals
continues to grow. According to
the National AIDS Hotline, sexual
activity is prevalent among teens
leaving them to be the highest risk
group.
When students were asked what
was their biggest fear about AIDS

Defining the AIDS epidemic
Meghan Gourley
Campus Ufe Assistant Editor

Although there has been an effort to increase the awareness of
the Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome(AIDS), thenumberof
those infected continues to rise.
According to the National
AIDS Hotline, the total number of
reported AIDS cases from June,
1981 until February 1992 is
213,641. Of that, 138,395 people
have died from complications due
to AIDS. However, it has been
estimated that one million people
are infected with the virus who
may or may notlcnow it
AIDS is caused by the mv or
the human immunodeficiency virus. The virus kills T cells; the
cells that fight infection. When a
person becomes infected with
HIV, the immune system begins
to deteriorate and he/she becomes
more susceptible to infection and

Because the number of heterothe various cancers. A person is
considered to have AIDS when sexuals becoming infected has
the T cell count drops to 500 or rapidly grown, the National AIDS
below according to the Kamana Hotline encourages condom protection in all forms of sex: vagiHouse, a housing
nal, anal, and oral.
shelter for AIDS patients.
A common misconception
AIDS Related Complex,
lcnown as ARC, is a stage between about AIDS is that it is possible
transmission of mv and the de- for an individual to die of AIDS.
velopment of AIDS. However, Actually, an AIDS patient dies
most mv infected people skip the from the diseases and infections
ARC stage and justdevelop AIDS. that the immune system can no
Those who have been tested longer fight, such as pneumonia
for mv can sometimes go up to and cancer.
Organizations such as the
ten years or more without showing any symptoms of AIDS; 20 Health Issues Task Force and The
percent of mv infected people do Living Room, both of Cleveland,
not develop AIDS according to provide information and education
Straight Talk, an AIDS education about AIDS, in addition to illV
testing.
magazine for teens.
The National AIDS Hotline is
There are primarily four ways
to transmit HIV: through blood, open 24 hours a day, seven days a
semen, birth to an infected mother, weekatl-800-342-AIDS,and the
and shared intravenous drug use Ohio AIDS Hotline at 1-800-332AIDS.
with an infected person.

Student Survey
YES NO
Would you volunteer at a housing shelter 45.3% 52.6%
for AIDS patients?
Would you work in an office with an AIDS 82.1% 15.8%
patient?

14.7% 84.9%

Do you know anyone with AIDS?
Do you think that someone who uses
drugs intravenously or participates in
casual. unprotected sex. deserves AIDS?

7.4% 91.6%

Do you think that there are students on 85.6% 9.8%
this campus who are infected with HIV or
AIDS?
Do you think that there is enough 29.5% 70.2%
information on JCU's campus about
AIDS?
285 John Carroll University students responded to the above
questions. Where the percentages do not add up to 1 00%, students
did not respond. ±3% error. All statistics were compiled by Or. Dale
Williams and George Serna.

besides contracting it. some respondents wrote they feared their
own death or the death ofa family
member or friend. Others expressed the concern that a cure

magazine a cure for AIDS will
mostly likely not be found. "AIDS
is caused by HlV, a virus, and 10
date, no one has found an actual
cure for any virus at all."

would not be found in the future

and a .,arge portion of lhe society
will be wiped out."
According to Straight Talk

Michelle Maca/IISO QIU/ PJ
/fruschak. Graphics Editor, contribuled to this article.

Peabody's Cafe presents
SPRING BREAK PARTY - the southern alternative
March 23-28
Prizes, Giveaways, & Island Music All Week Long

Upconliug Events
TO:\IG HT:
Frida~' :
Saturda~' :

Sunday:
1\·londa~' :

Tuesday:
Wednesda~· :

Glohal
l\1lJG :\IGHT
Gansters of Blues
The Janglers
Dandelion People &
The \Va~· nes 8 pm
1\lt:G :\IGHT
Satta
Armstrong Bcarcat

For more details call our 24 hr. info-line at .UI-4072

Peabody's Cafe introduces a Sunday evening folk,
acoustic, performance series with all shows starting at
8 pm and ending near 11 pm.

~W'VM"AI'rh~ u~f~ide Mu~it du~ ~
Corner oJ Cdar anJ &. Gaylor- Cit*. Dits.

24 hr. hfO-hne

321-4072

-
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Pease discusses
Phoenix Society
Moly Jude Oetesco
Campus uta Writer

Representatives from the
Phoenix Society, an organizalion dedicated to improving the
quality of life for mental health
consumers, spoke on Mon.,
March 23 in a lecture sponsored by the Psychology Oub.
Mary Pease, executive director,andVonniRubin,aboard
member and participant in the
Phoenix Society as well as a
former John Carroll student
spoke on behalf of the society.
The Phoenix Society was
founded five years ago as aresuit of the dissatisfaction of
mental health consumers with
the services that were being
provided for them.
lnitially a small group, the
society now sends out approximately 700 newsletters each
month to consumers and different corporations. All participants are mental health consumers.
Pease explained that one in
four people have or are at risk
of emotional problems or ill-

nesses.
Accordingto
amcntaJ
health consumer 1S, "a person
who is, has been, or is at risk of
needing or providing mental
health services."

Campus Notebook
- March 26 At 8 p.m. in the
Jardine Room, fiCtion reading
by Robert Stone
Today is the last day to vote
for the Outstanding Teacher of
the Year Award from 10 a.m.2 p.m. and 5:3(}.7:30p.m.
-March 27, 28; April3, 4-A
Midsummer Nipt's Dream
in Kulas Auditorium at 8 p.m.
-March 29 The Commuter
Association is sponsoring a
volleyball game for commuters from 2-4 p.m. in the gym.
-March 30 The Women's
Issues Committee will sponsor a discussion on women in
the church at 7:30 p.m. in the
SAC conference room.
-March 31 SCJ and Project
Gold will sponsor Will Outlaw frun the Akron Beacon
Journal. His tallc is entitled
"Living on the Edge: A Reporter on Welfare" a18 p.m. in
the Jardine room.
Dance Maratboa t-sbirts
will be on sale for the rest of
the week and at the Dance
Marathon for $10. All pro·
ceeds go to Rainbow Babies
andCbildren'sHospital. Give
a little!

"We provide services at a
peer level," said Pease. "We
do believe that people get better."
In addition tothebasicneeds
offood. shelter,acceptance,and
love; consumers also need help
inovercomingsocietalbarriers
to their rehabilitaion.
"Poverty, discrimination,
and a lack of good health care
are barriers to recovery," said
Rubin.
The Phoenix Society also
attempts to decrease the amount
of community alienation that
manycoosumersexperienceas
a part of the stigma attached to
their situation.
Additionally, many mental
health consumers are disadvantaged because they live below the poverty level or lack
social knowledge resulting
from years spent in mental institutions.
Consumers are in need of
temporary and permanent
residences, quality employment, and proper insurance
coverage.
Conununity support is also
necessary in the process of recovery.
"People get better by staying in the community," said
Rubin.

CUrtis Kondlk's colored pencil rendition of
leaves won first place in the Art Show {above)
while Mark Rakocy placed second for his
airbrush acrylic wor1< Liquid Suspension.

From
mind to matter

Carolyn Sennett
Campus Ufe Ecitor

Putting
the
Art
back
•

1n

Liberal
Arts

Student creativity was on display through an array of mediums including photography,
oil paintings, ink, and airbrushed acrylics. This art work from 28 students was on display
during the Fifth Annual John Carroll University Community Art Show held on March 20
and 21.
Over 100 people gathered in the Jardine room to observe and vote for their lhree
favorite art pieces.
The frrst place award went to senior Curtis Kondik for his colored pencil rendition of
leaves. Sophomore Mark Ralcocy won the second place award for his airbrushed acrylic
work entitled "Liquid Suspension." and he also won the Best All Around Artist. Third
place award went to junior Ed Dulzer for his acrylic called "At the Vietnam Memorial."
The art show is an annual Art Ciub event to promote and disp1ay art of the JCU
community. In the past faculty havecontributed but this year submissions were only made
by students.
"I am glad I could contribute to the art show," said Ralcocy, "and I think there are other
talented people who should participate as well."

Students debate over gender differences
Meghan Gourley
Jon Beech
The crowd was segregated.
Men on the left. Women on the
right. The mike was open. The
lines were drawn.
Topics included stereotypes,
dating, relationships, and much,
much more.
Here's how it wenc
He said women arc
oversensitive gold-diggers.
She said men are cheap
muscleheads.
He wanted to know why
women go 10 the bathroom in
groups.
She wanted to know why men
never call.
He said women should help
pay for a date.
She said men are perverted
and only want one thing.
"The Battle of the Sexes,"
sponsored by the Student Issues
CommitteewasheldWed.,March
18 in the Jardine room where
sophomore Joe Parks moderated
between the two groups. Parks is
a member of the SI Committee
and lhls is the first time that the

committee has sponsored this
"battle."
The "He said, she said" segment illustrates the stereotypes
discussed among the two sides.
Also combatants from both sides
were asked to volunteer their best
and worst dates as the crowd rated
each.
He said his best date consisted
of getting drunk and misplacing
his date.
She said her best date was a
dozen roses, champagne, and a
candle lit dinner.
He said his worst date entailed
losing his date to his best friend
and getting slapped for it.
She said her worst date was
nursing her date back to sobriety
and being attacked by his mother.
According to Paries, women
malce67 cents to every man's dollar. As college students yet to

enter the professional work force,
many have not experienced this,
altbouhg the equality issue still
generated controversy.
She said her high school counselor told her to reconsider a career in law because she'd have to
sacrifice it for a husband and /or
family.
He said the man works to support his family, therefore she
should stay home with the kids.

Though there are obvious
physical as well as emotional
differences between men and
women, one doesn't measure up
to be any more than the other.
These differences
should
complement one another rather
than drive a wedge between the
two.
"There shouldn't be a battle
between the sexes," said Parks.
"We are all equal."

(jrandeS

1:1-l-B CEDAR
:\T T :\ YLOR
CLE\' E. I ITS.
li\2-0h(l\

Classie Rock
March 26th, April 2nd 10 -2

Sarley Brothers Band
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Olson·s Predator stalks a lame prey

-------------------------------------~~~

Jack Olsen's Predator, a true-crime novel of an innocent man convicted of rape
Mike Halkovich
true self, while Titus is presented alone convictions. One of every
as a genuinely respectable indi- forty rapes resulted in jail time."
Asst.Entertoinment Editor
While avid readers are lhrow- vidual.
Smith began a massive rape
ing down many dollars on true
While in high school, Smith spree, raping when he felt like
crime books, are they really and an older friend began holding flirting. He used the practice at
lhrowing away their money?
up fast food restaurants as an after convenience. As the statistics
When l purchasedJackOlsen's, school activity. However, his dictated, none of his vitcims took
Predator, I took the same risk. criminal tendencies graduated to much action. Until he met Ce!ia
With 24 true crime books to his rape when he learned about the Dalton.
credit, Olsen is one of the most minimal risk. Olsen eerily preUnlike his previous silent vicproductiveandwelllcnownauthors sented Smith' s mindset, "He read tims, Dalton told the police and
in the genre.
inamagazinethatmost rapeswere Steve Titus was arrested. After a
Rruialor. is baseQ..iJl ~ uorepor~eG
v~CU~DS> sloppy .invesU.aalioo. Tiws
and features a crash course char- were humiliated, ashamed, found guilty.
acterization between serial rapist dehamanized. Sex crimes were
Outraged by the unprofessional
Mac Smith, wrongly accused epidemic; in the United States a investigationledbydetectiveRon
Steve Titus, journalis t Paul rape was attempted every three Parker, journalistPaul Thompson
Thompson and detective Ron and a half minutes; policecouldn 't researched the case and produced
Parker. Smith is presented as a keep up. Onanationalaverage, he a series of articles in the Seattle
criminally-minded"niceguy"who learned, fewer than 10 percent of Times. Thompson found 70 inuses his appearance to cover his all rapes resulted in arrests, let consistencies in the case.

'I1ian0ou to tfit
olluuJing :For Tlitir
upport of tfit Jolin
oU Vniversity 'Dance

of Olsen's talent were sparse in
Predator. Typically, he forced
melodramatic, conversational
language which he never could
quite get to work.
Another strike against Olsen
was the choppiness he created with
his chapter divisions-- 432 pages
divided into 126 chapters. At
times, I wondered if the divisions
were used as convenient substitutes to gaps in his reasearch.
Predator's largest downfall
was the unnccissariUy cxtens1ve
background on Mac Smith, a
common problem for true crime
books. Olsendonatedaround 100
pages to Smith's childhood experiences, many of which could have
been omitted Although characterizing a criminal can be a difftcult and lengthy process. the
lengthy segment was frustrating
to read.

OccasionaJly, Olsen added
some flare to Predator. He accurately described a juror's viewpoint. "The last holdout against a
guilty verdict was a silver-haired
high school teacher who listened
with a fatigued expression on his
face as the others explained the
defects in his thinking. For the
ftrst time, voices were raised and
gentle asperations cast 'I'm
sorry,' the teacher said, 'but-I've
still got a reasonable doubt.
"They ran him through their
points one more time and countered each of his doubts with
rhetoric. He crossed his forearms
on the table and lowered his head.
It was almost 6:00 p.m. on the
second day of deliberations, and
the judge had indicated he would
hold them through the evening.
"The teacher's head swayed
down for a long time. Then he
raised it and said, 'okay."'
However, such brief displays

Actors Needed For Film

Chester and Irene is a 29 minute film that deals with
an elderly couple facing the unique struggles that
come with growing older.
The film will be shot in Cleveland this coming June
as a senior thesis project.
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Chester (male, age 22-32)
Irene (female, age 22-32)
Agnes (female, age 22-32)
Christine (female, age 35-50)
Extra Roles:
Orderly (male, 18-25)
Mailman (male, 30-50)

Call Jim at 843-8032

For Carry-Out Call

s·

Open Daily
Until Midnite
.=,my & ~wrday
Nile 'til•:oo vn

aratfwn:

321-6000
CHOOSE FROM
40 DIFFERENT SUBS

FAX Orders
932-1200
( SUBS" PASTA • SAlADS • FRfJZEN YCXiRT )
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13976 Cedar Rd., University Hts.
(Cedar Center Plaza-Between Revco & Pier
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HELLO CLEVELAND WE'RE FINALLY HERE.· •
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THE LOOK & lAST£ OF FLORIDA!
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Lush finds a niche in alternative scene
John Callahan
Entertainment Writer

ThesumptuoussoundsofBritish "alternative" rock act. Lush,
invaded the campus of John Carroll University last Thursday afternoon. Supporting their flfSt
studio album, "Spooky" (4a<VR.eprise), drummer Chris Acland and
guitarist/Vocalist Emma Anderson
of the London quartet paid a visit
to the the studio of WUJC.
The likeable members chatted
openly with d.j. Michael Caronchi
(a.k.a. Rollo) on their recent European tour dates with Jane's
Addiction and the origin of their
name. Acland commented that
conttary to the alcohol abusing
connotation "Lush" carries, "We
meant lush as in rich or sensual."

Aptly titled, Lush combines
the ethereal harmony of female
vocalists Berenyi and Anderson
with driving guitars in a swirl of
90's psychodelia.
The United States' flfSt taste of
Lush came last year with Gala
(4ad/Reprise), a compilation of
singles and EP' s that gained wide
acceptence on the college and alternative charts.
Thursday evening, Lush drew
heavily from their prior release
and the new album while working
the Empire's near capacity crowd
into a frenzied bliss. Opening the
evening with "Sunbathing," the
wave of concert goers were instantly captured in the band's
unique, modem sound.
After the third song, lead vo-

calist Miki Berenyi, announced,
"Hello Cleveland" in an obvious
allusion to the Rock'n Roll
spoof,Spinal Tap.
Lush was hardly a joke, as they
maintained a tight grip of the
audience's attention for the entire
hour and fifteen minute set.
The gentle sway of the crowd
became a sea of tumbling bodies
when the "pit" churned in full
swing during powerful versions
of "Downer," "Bitter," and
"Nothing Natural."
Other concert highlights included "Sweetness and Light" and
"For Love," the band's current
single. The music was complemented with a brilliant display of
lights and lasers, completing a
perfect evening.
a song needs. His talent as a singer
and bass player have been respected since his days with the
Police.
Jobn Paul Jones- Along with
John Bonham he laid the foundation for the Zeppelin machine. His
melodic playing let the world know
that bass players had some soul.
He didn't chug away on the top
string in 4/4 time for hours on end,
he just played.

The bass guitar players: Born
with desire, tempered by humility
they learn to live behind the glitter. The curse of most good bass
players is that they usually end up
in the same band with some talented singer or guitar genius. So,
this is in tribute to all of the guys
who pounded away on those
basses, keeping the rhythm intact,
driving the song so your Van
Halensor Jimmy Pages could take
off into their land of warp-speed
solos, hammer-on and tapping

extravaganzas, this one is for you:
The top ten rock bassists of all
time.
Paul McCartney- It may seem
odd, but I think his bass playing is
great Hedoesn'toverstate, he just

plays. While McCartney is best
Jcnown for his vocal abilities, his
bass playing speaks for itself.
Sting- His bass playing is
reminiscent of McCartney's. He
has a knack for Jcnowingjust what

Jaco P.- Here's a little game to
play. Find out who this person is.
He is considered by many to be
the greatest bass player of all time.
If you want to Jcnow who he is, ask
around. I'm sure a few musicians
on campus will know. Then try to
listen to some of his work. If you
get frustrated let me know c/o The
Carroll News and I'll consider
putting the answer in next week's
article. It shocks me how some
one so good can be so underrated.
If you're curious, ask.

pboto by Jim Pricdmoo

Lusb's new compact disc, Spooky, available from 4 a.d.
Billy Sbeeban- Current bassist for Mr. Big, he is an everyman
bass player. He can play almost
any style ever played. He can play
slow, he can shred, he can lay
down a jazz line as quickly as a
rock line. One of the best bassists
of today, without a doubt.

the standing as one of the elders,
the wise-men of rock 'n' roll bass
playing. He is constantly being
referred to as one of the most
influential bassists of all time.

Alright, that's eight, but I'm
wimping out It•shard to come up ·
with original things to say about
Michael Antbony- This Van bass players. So the fmal two are
Halen groovemeister is finally Jack Bruce-Cream and :rom
getting the long deserved recogni- Araya-Slayer. Thereasonforthese
tion he he should have received two is their playing ability and
yeaJ! ~. J\:ftet r<#etve~s-o.r· ftlt1Ylftnenee on tOday-'s players.
being buried in the studio mix Bruce was Oapton' s sideman in
behind Eddie's guitar or Dave's Cream , Araya and Slayer are the
vocals, his bass is on top of things godfathers of speed metal.
in their latest release. Anyone who
I'm sure there are many others
can hold bottom during one of
EddieVanHalen'sfierysolosmust I could have named but I had to
be a decent player.
narrow it down to ten. I realize I
left deserving players out but
Frank BeUo- ·Anthrax bassist what's done is done. Next week:
has me hypnotized by his speed Drummers.
and dexterity. He can play in the
area of 200 beats per minute,
enough to make my fingers turn
blue and fall off. His is a case of
*Please, please, please, the
extreme dexterity, he can keep the Entertainment section is aching
paceupsongaftersongaftersong. forso~sortofres))Onsefrontthe
reading public. If you have any
Jobn Entwistle- One of the ideas or suggestions.jeelfree to
biggest bassists to come out of the drop thent off at the office or call.
British invasion. He has earned Thank you.

8 - DAY IGNATIAN
RETREAT
IIOMMY TIIIU TIUISIMY
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MAY7 -15
INQUIRE IN CAMPUS
MINISTRY
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Carroll Lacrosse seeks Former Harvard prof enjoys JCU, Cleveland
accepted.
there. After having
Bonnie Walwood
varsity standing
Moroney spent lhe next eight
"Teaching is something I've
been

Pronles Editor

Assistant Wortd VIew

Lacrosse, whichispopularon
the East Coast, came to John
Carroll four years ago with Connecticut native Mau Carey. The
game, a combination of soccer
and hockey, is fast-paced and

ioctude Ohio University,

StateUniversity, The Univ••~lv I

unrestricted.
"You come away with your
share of bumps and bruises, but
there are rules telling how much
can and cannot be done."
Carey started the club his
freshman year and feels it has
come a long way. The team,
which staned with 12 players, is
now the defending champion of
the Mid-western Lacrosse Association (the eastern division) and
was undefeated last spring. Today the team consists of25 play·

of Toledo. Heidelberg,
State, and the University

"Most of the starters are seniors, but we have a lot of good
underclassmen, like Kevin Manner and Scott Cottier, who can
worlc the ballaround," Carey said.
According to Carey, the
strength of the team is its defense, which is cornered by seniors Paul Moriarity, Mike
Cronin, and Greg F1eisber.
"With the help of goalie Dan
Luciano, they really pull the
games together," Carey said.
"Our offense should be beuer
with upcoming players, but we
stilt need jto work on moving the
ball around...
The team began the spring

The next step foc the team is
to achieve a varsity standing.
"We're told there bas to be an
equal number of varsity girl and
guy teams and there is a lack of
funding," saidMoriarity. "That's
why we don't have a varsity position DOW."
According to Carey, Lacrosse
is becoming popular, so the team
would not have a problem fmdingacooference in which to play.
"I see the team getting a varsity position soon," said sophomore Dave Cushwa.
Meanwhile, the team remains
a conildent and winning organi·
zation.

Dayton.
"We all feel we have a very

good chance of repeating
year's success," Moriarity said.
•'We have many returning stan·
ers with experience and
dence."
The team is coached by

Luciano, Paul Moriarity,
Matt Carey.
"Having player
works," said Carey, "but
times it's bard to be objective."

always loved," said Dr. Maryclaire
Moroney, English professor.
Heraclionsspeakforherwoois.
Although this is Moroney's fLrSt
year teaching at John Carroll
University. she has spent the past
seven years teaching at Harvard
University.
In the classroom, Moroney's
enthusiasm overflows as she
moves from left to right across the
front of the room, presenting the
class with her knowledge of medieval and Renaissance literature.
Moroney began following her
passion for English when she was
in high school. Having a mother
wilh a degree in history and a
father with a degree in English,
she always found encouragement
in her pursuit ofa double major in
English and history. She concentrated in the medieval and Renaissance time periods.
..I've loved medievaJ andRenaissance literature since high
school," said Moroney, "but Ireally started doing 14th through
17th century work in college."
Moroney recognizes the fact
that teachers have a profound in-

-p~~ooo b)' e.-u. s....n.
Dr. Maryclalre Moroney

fluence on students. She credtts
two of her high school teachers
for the fact that she fell in love
with a certain time period. She
smiles as she remembers her history and advanced program English teachers.
"My fabulous history teacher,
Mrs. Herring, was so dear," said
Moroney, "and I took English
with a teacher who had us do lots
of John Donne."
After high school, Moroney
attended William and Mary College in Virginia. Upon graduation, she worked for two years in
the library at Harvard before applying to lhe graduate program

years in Harvard's graduate program. She also taught classes there
during seven of the eight years.
Moroney, originaJiy from
Vienna. Virginia, enjoys Cleveland and JCU.
"I like Cleveland a lot. Severance Hall is great," said Moroney.
"I love the symphony."
"What I really like about this
job is lhe fact that we really get to
teach in our field and that's not
true at a lot of places," continued
Moroney. "It's a good department."
Moroney expects to continue
her love of wnting. Currently, she
is working on an article on
Edmund Spenser, a 16th century
English poet. In lhe future, she
hopes to write an essay on the
English poet, John Milton and in
addition, she would love to write
a murder novel.
"I adore murder mysLCries so
passionately," said Moroney.
But for now, Moroney continues her fLrStlove- teaching. Students wiiJ benefit from her enthusiasm and knowledge that is exemplified in her spuited personality.
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Turi swims to National Championship
swimming the I00 breast in under
one minute.
After graduating from high
Joe Turi was crowned the 100ydnarional breaststrokechampion school Turi was off to Wittenberg
at the NCAA Division Ill Men's University to swim. He swam long
Swimming and Diving Champi- enough to lose a year of eligibility
onships at the University at Buf- before transferring to John Carfalo Friday night The 21-year old roll.
'Tm not embarrassed, but I
sophomore became the ftrst John
Carroll swimmer ever to win a
national championship. By
swimming a :56.94 on Friday
night, he became only the 26th
swimming and diving All-American in JCU history. Turi 's time is
the second fastest in Division III
National Championship history.
The Willoughby Hills native
began his swimming career at the
age of four, when his morn signed
him up for lessons at a local
YMCA.
" I began swimming competitively when I was 5 and swam for
the ' Y' for 10 years," said Turi. "I
was the regional champ Lin a five
state area) in the 100 breast when
National Champion
1 was ten."
Tori attended University sopho more Joe Turi.
School and kept up his passion for uansferred because of my grades.
swimming. At University School, I didn' t swim competitively for
Turi was an All-American hon- two years, but I did lose one year
orable mention for the 200 med- of eligibility," said Turi. "At
ley relay, a four-year letterman, Wittenberg we had a soccer coach
co-captain, and MVP of the team as the swim coach, but at Carroll
his senior year.
we have a real swim coach, and
Jim Cohill

Sports Writer

~School is a 10llilte

Carroll both academically and
aahletically. My day consisted of
1oing to the pool, class, back to
abe pool. homework, and then to
sleep," said Twi.
Turi described his high school
career as being pretty good, but he
was never able to reach his goal of

with his performance.
"I was kind of bummed that I
did not brea.lc the national record.
The record is :56.12 and I really
felt that I could swim a :56.1,"
said Turi.
Turi is a very intense
cornpetitior, and like every great
champion,hedoesnot liketolose.
When asked about what inspires
him Turigaveaquotcthatisabove
his bed that goes through his mind
before every practice.
"I constantly think about my
competition and this quote: 'When
youarenotpracticing,sornewhere,
someone is, and when you meet
him he will win,'" said Turi.
"Whenever I'm in the pooll know
someone is trying to be their best,
and I know that I need to be my
best in order to beat him."
Turi was taught to be his best
through the example his father has
set for him. His father, Joseph Sr.,
is theclassicself-madeAmerican.
He is the son of an Italian immigrant who only graduated from
high school, but he worked hard
and bought his own company.
"My dad taught me that whatever you want in life you have to
work for it, and if you don't want
to work then you probably don' t
want it That is why I'm working
myway throughschool," saidTuri.

A quiet confidence surrounds
Turi, but inside he is constantly
questioning his preparation for a
meet. He admits to having some
doubts before leaving for Buffalo
last Tuesday.
"lhadalittleself-doubtwheni
left for the meet. In my head I was
asking myself if I had practiced
enough, had I done everything
right? Ifl lost I would only have
been able to point a finger at myserf," said Turi. "We swam two
races on Friday, my goal in the
ftrst was to finish in the top eight,
and my goal in the second was to
fmish first in the nation."
Turihasalreadysetmanygoals
for next year's swim campaign.
Not only are his goals personal,
but they also deal with the rest of
the team.
"I want tO win the 100 breaststroke next year and break the
national record, and I also want to
be more competitive in the 200,"
said Turi.
"I would like to see the 200 and
400 medley relay teams in the
nationals next year. Therearefour
or ftve people who were close that
I'm looking forward to going to
nationals with next year."
Swimming is both a team and
an individual sport. This was the
case with the John Carroll swim

that makes a big difference."
Having a real coach and being

~ytoaucceu for'Iuri- teaRt~long,.and thisdfd.oot
has been the supportofhis mother, stop with theOACchampionships.

on a fami ly-like team helped
propel Turi into the national meet.
Turisaidthatwinningthenationals
is his biggest accomplishment so
far in his swimming career.
However, the perfectionist side of
Turi was still a little disappointed

Margaret.
"Morn kicked me in the ass and
made me get up for swimming and
made sure I did everything right
for swimming," said Turi. "She
used to drive me to and from
practice at 5:45 in the morning."

Summer at Loyola

"I was the only person on the
team to make it to nationals, but
the whole team came out to see me
race. My individual performance
profitted from the team being
there," said Turi.

RESERVE OfFICERS' TRAiliNG CORPS

t"'arst Session 6 weeks beg1nnmg May 18
Second Sessio n 6 week&beginning June 29
•
•
•
•

Day, evening or weekend classes.
Courses in Business. Am. and Sciences, Education. Nursing.
All courses applicable to Loyola University degrees.
Classes at Loyola's Mallinckrodt Campus in Wilmette, as
well as at the Lake Shore, Water Tower and Medical Center
Campuses.
• Reg1ster using any Touch-Tone telephone.
To receive your free copy of the 1992 Bulletin of The Summer
Sessions, return coupon or call 312-9 15-650 I.
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Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership trami.ng. You'll develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you'll qualify toearn oiDcercredenbala
while completing college.
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For more information
Call CPT Holloway at 397-4421
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Irgtnia
Julie Evans
Sports Editor

While the John Carroll
women and men's track teams
produced strong performances
in last weekend's Washington
and Lee Invitational in Lexington, Virginia the real news is
that JCU will be hosting its flfs
track meet of the season this
Saturday at 11:30 a.m .. a
Wasmer Field.
"Last week's meet was
preparation and we brought a
limited number of people, bu
thisSaturdaywebaveafull team
and going against Mount Union
will give us a fair idea of where
we are in reference to them,"
said Jim MacGillis.
The meet was not officially
scored but several individuals
placed well in their respective
events.
Junior Tim Jewett, competing in the discus threw a 139and captured second place. H
also placed third in the shot pu
with an effort of 45-6.75.
In an extremely close race in
the 110-meter high hurdles
i a
Horvath fi.D.ish
time of :15.8, only four-tenths
of a second behind the cham]1iml.

Junior Matt Nortz continued
to produce consistently, capturing third in the 800-meter run
with a time ofl :58.2. Nortz als
placed fOUrth in the 1,500-mete
run in 4:11.9.
Senior Jim MacGillis too
third-place in the 400-mete
hurdles in :58.7 and junio
sprinter Scott DiLoreto finish
fourth in both the 100- and 200meter dash. DiLoreto's fourth
place finish was his best performanceoftheseason. In the tOOmeterdistance DiLoreto finis
with a time of: 11.4 and the 200meter in :23.2.
The women's track team als
had a nwnber of strong performances.
Freshmen Danielle Slogaan
JessicaHumphrey both bad
perfonnances for the Streaks.
Sluga finished second in th
1.500-meter run with a time o
5:03.7 and third in the BOO-mete
run in 2:27.2. Humphrey captured second in the discus with
throw of 105-7.75 in her fi
collegiate outdoor meet
Freshman Jen Hamdor
crossed the fmish line in 5:06.
placing third in the 1,500-mete
run.
Sophomore.Kathy Hennessy,
competed in her first track mee
and captured third in the high
·wn with an effort of 4-10.
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"Running Hot or Cold"

classitieds
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND Cleveland during summer months.
EXCELLENT
BUSINESS Call RocheUeGolenberg687-8817.
EXPERIENCE!!
OpeningsJ-- - - - - - - - - --1
available for individuals or student ALASKA
SUMMER
organizations to promote the EMPLOYEMENT -fisheries Earn
country's most successful SPRING $600+/week in cannery, $8,000 •
BREAK tours. Call Inter-Campus $12,000+ for two months on fiShing
Programs at 1-800-327-6013
vessel. Over 8,000 openings. No
1-- - - - - - - - - -; experience necessary. Male or
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to ~ For 68-)>8ge employment
students or student organizations bookelet, send $10.95 to M&L
promoting our Spring Break Research, Box 84088, Seattle.. W A
packages. Good pay & fun. Call 98124-8408 --30day, unconditional.
100% money back guarantee.
CMI 1-800423-5264
EXTRA INCOME '9l Earn $200- Summer Jobs! Complete guide to
$500 weekly mailing 1992 travel employment in the National Parks •
brochures. For more information 10,000jobs. Workoncruiseships send a self-addressed stamped listings for all cruise lines. $5.95 ea.
envelope to: AlWTravel, P.O. Box $10.95 for both. Great Plains
430780, Miami, FL33143
Publishing, Box 1903, Joplin. MO
1-- - - - - - - - - - - - t 64801.
HELP WANTED • Receptionisl/ .....__ _ _ __
Secretary, 4-9 .
GREAT FAST
FUNDRAISING
OPPORTUNITY!!! Call Bob after PROGRAM Fraternities, sororities.
student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in
4 pm at 581 -6200
1-- - - - - - - - - -;one week. Plus receive a $1000
Earn $10.50/hr. part-time/flexible bonus for yourself. And a FREE
hours in sales. University Heights WATCH just for calling 1-800-932Area. Call 201-408-5558.
0582 ext 65.
Rent a full-featured cellular phone
for only $4.95 per month. For more
information call Peter at 371 -8631
1----~--=----:--=--1
Sublets Needed: Large law fmn
Jookingforhome/apartrnentsforlaw
students who are clerking in

Heading for EUROPE this summer?
Jet there anytime for $169 from the
East Coast. $229 from the Midwest
(when available) with AIR HITCH!
(ReportedinLet'sGol &NYTimes)
For details: AIRHTfCH 212-8642000.

THE BAD COMIK

have you heard this one?

QUESTIONS TO PONDER:

~

~
0
0

0

•

• If you couJd be any side dish. what
entree would you like to be served
with?

• lfyou could be reincarnated• In any
non·human animal fonn, whose pet
"'would you tlke to be?
• If you could be any lab animal, In
what e:xpertment would you llke to
partldpate?

• If you couJd be any flavor of tee
cream, what sort of topping wouJd you
like to be under?

TBB LOST BPXSODB
TBB LXftLB RASCALS IIBft
'l'BB LARGE RASCALS

But aD8W'en receln an educational

m,.tery prise.
"11lough. a.s Clwrch Doc~ t.eiLs us, this
nevrr hop,_m
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Men and women's tennis teams ready for season

"With four guys gone, we do
not expect to be that good in the
beginning [of the season]," said

Debeljak. "But by years end, we
should be able to compete for the
championship."
Leading the netters on lhecoun
this season will be senior captain
and two-time defending OAC
champion at the sixth seed, Rob
Daum.
Debaljakcredits Daum's, (aka
..the Dauminator"), b1g serve and
volleying ability along with his
metal toughness as Daum 's biggest
contribution to the team.
With a set lineup still not
definite, the Streaks though, arc
not without experience.
Probable number one seed,
junior Mike Lucente, did not play
last year due to academic ineligibility. Lucente was on the team as
a freshman. Junior Brad Raitz,
who sat out last season with a
shoulder injury, could be starting

at number two. Daum will most
li.lcely be at number three, while
sophomore Emery Smith looks to
be lined up at number four. Freshmen Romeo Monzones and Martin Minnaugh round out the starting spots at numbers five and six,
repecti vely.
AJso eagerly awaiting playing
urne this season will be senior
Angelo Tomarchio and freshman
Jeff Glaser as they stand ready as
alternates.
For the women netters and head
coach Susan Schner, this season 's
expectations are as high as ever.
The Streaks are the defending
OAC champions and, in contrast
to the men's squad, have four of
their six starters returning.
"We hope to be as good as we
werelastyear,"saidSchner. "Even
with the tough competition from

Hiram and Mount Union, we
should still be a strong team."
The top seed for the experienced Streaks is sophomore Dyan
Palmagil. Freshman Phylanice
Hill follows at number two; senior
MichelleCurreyreturnsatnumber
three; as freshman Shelly LaCbase
opens the season at the fourth seed.
While sophomore Kristine
Gelbaugh and senior Lorrie R1ch,
the defending OAC champ at the
fourlhseed,plantorunthebaseline
at number five and six.
Junior Jen Nonon will play
number three doubles where she
and Gelbaugh look to defend their
OAC title. And Schner plans to
hold sophomore Beth Willcinson,
freshmen Jen Pacuk and Jenny
Yore! in reserve as alternates.
So Carroll seems to have a
promising future and, according

to Palmagil, a strong foundation
for this season.
"Weexpectgoodresults,"said
Pamagil. "Our freshman class is
strong and provide us will a great
deal of depth."
The Streaks hope to put their
expenence to the test this Friday
as they travel to the Pioneer Classic in Canton. Providing the first
test of the new season will be
nonconferenceopponents Malone
and Wilmmgton College before
JCU entenains Capital this Saturday at 1 p.m. (weather
penniting).
The men' steam, however, treks
toColumbusthisSaturdaytoopen
conference play against the Crusaders of Capital University.
"This season must be a total
team effon," said Daum. "If it is,
we will challenge for the title."

Veteran Cleveland sportswriter sacrifices time for teaching
lana Durban
.c-- Sports Writer

Cleveland- Hisofficeisaroom
with no partitions and hundreds of
people talking as loudly as they
please. The commotion does not
bother him, rather it is what he
thrives on.
As he sits at his computer terminal, with phones ringing and
people asking him questions like:
"What's the name of the field
where the Texas Rangers play?",
he continues to type wihtout ever
looking up.
The "he" is Bill Nichols, The
Plain Dealer sports writer and
part-timeteacheratJCU. Nichols
teaches a course in sports media
relations, which will be offered in
the fall semester.
Watching him do his work, I
frnd it hard to believe that only
three months ago this enthusiastic
man experienced the lowest point
of his life.
When Nichols woke up in the
early hours of Sunday, November
3, 1991, he knew something was
not right. He told his wife he
r.;,-. thought he needed to go to the
hospital, and after extensive test-

I

1

so~

ing it was found that Nichols had
98% bloclcageinoneofhisartcries.
"I was really scared," Nichols
says when asked about the experience. "It was the flrst time I had
ever been in the hospital, and I
didn'tli.lcethefeeling."
Nichols goes on to describe the
moments prior to his surgery, the
smile goes away from his face, his
voice lowers and his eyes become
focused.
"I had 15 minutes alone, and I
wasinalotofpain," he says, "AJI
Ikeptaskingmyselfwas why me?"
Tolightenthemood.hequickly
tells me that he has just received a
clean bill of health, and he was
ready to come back to work.
Work for Nichols is the farthest
thmg from the typical nine to five
job.lnadditiontoreportingsports
for The Plain Dealer the past 27
years, he teaches college students
nine months out of the year, and
coaches the Notre Dame College
women's softball team.
" I bore easily," he says with a
laugh. At62yearsofage,Nichols
has definitely led a full life. Ouring histimeatThePlainDealer,he
has covered almost every spon

possible. FromtheNationalFootball League, to professional ping
pong tournaments, Nichols has
come up with the words that
thousands of people read daily.
''Everywordispricelesstome,"
hesaysashepointstothestoryhe
is currently writing. "I thoroughly
enjoy writing and no matter how
small an event I'm covering, I'm
going to write as if it is the most
important stol)' of the day."
To his credit, Nichols has the
distinction of being the flfSt beat
writer for the Cleveland Cavaliers.
For 11 years he was on call 24
hours a day from September to
April,chasingplayersandwriting
stories.
"I was able to cover the Miracle
of Richfield in 1976, when every
story I wrote was page one," he
says. "ll was a great life, but I was
frne when it ended."
Just then, the phone rings and
Nicholsassumesanotherrole: dad.
Duringtheconversationhedoesa
lot of listening, with an occansional
"I know, I know" to let his son
know he understands.
Watching him stop all work to
talk with his son, I wonder how
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Nichols maintained a strong fam- since.
"I love the kids," he says with
ily life during his intense years
a smile on his face. "I'm irnporwith the Cavaliers.
"It was definitely very hard," tant to them, and they are very
he says. "My kids were born, and important to me."Nichols strives
then when I looked they were to make his class unique by stagteenagers." He pauses and then ing mock press conferences, havcomments about times when he ing members of the Cleveland
wanted to see his son play footbaJI, media as guest speaksers, and by
but could only stay for one quarter even having smdent:H:Ieefio"~~~--because of work.
promote spons clinics.
iced
=._..-:N..:.:icholsstrives to make his class
though Nichols sacn::.·f.:::
moments with his family, he IS unique by staging mock press
quick to say that he has never conferences, having members of
regrenedbecorningasponswriter. the Cleveland media as giiest
"When you're on a beat, you do speakers, and by even having
what you have to do to keep up," studentsdesignandpromotesports
he says. "I had four weeks off clinics.
Even with all of his preparaeach summer, and we did a lot of
catching up during those times."
lion, teaching held some surprises
He looks as though his mind is forNichols at firsL
wandering through time when he
"In the beginning, it was li.lce a
adds, "My wife has always been painting - nobody moved," he
supportive, which made things a says.
lot easier."
It is apparent that Nichols
It is at this point I realize there could talk about his love of teachis much more to this sportswriter ing for hours.
than sports. What motivates
"I hope to continue teaching,"
Nichols to work everyday is his he says. "And I enjoy coaching
interaction with people, which softball so much that I do it even
makes his decision to become a though I don't get paid."
As he pulls into his parking
teacher no surprise.
At the age of 58, Nichols re- spot in The Plain Dealer garage at
ceived his master's in sports ad- 7:25p.m., with a couple hours of
ministration from Kent State work still ahead of him, he looks
University. The next year he be- up with that familiar smile and
gan teaching at Baldwin-Wallace says, "I will retire, but I will never
College, and he has not stopped quit."
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